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A Journey



Initially we started with a 

brainstorm on “miro board”. 

What topics are important? 

What connects us through 

all four countries? What 

affects everybody? 



Brainstorming



WE FOCUSED ON REFUGEE PROBLEMS

This is a very important 

topic that is not well 

addressed by the media. It 

became part of our normal 

life and many are not even 

affected by it. We want our 

work to stir emotions.



 · Working on the posters 

We decided at first that posters would be 

a good medium to work with, because we 

can create them individually and they 

could still work as a series together

 · Choosing words and quotes

Each poster would have a main word 

and a design based on that word

OUR PLAN FIRST

 · Finding a colour theme

We didn’t want the posters to fall apart, so 

consistency was very important to us. 

Having the same colour theme throughout 

the poster series would hold them together

 · Creating an Instagram page

Our idea at first was to share our series in 

instagram. In this way, we hoped that 

maybe other people would join in and 

take part in this project



OUR FIRST SKETCHES



WHAT CHANGED?

 · Focus on both positive & 

negative aspects

In the beginning the main words we 

focused on were all negative. But a 

refugee’s journey isn’t just negative. It 

also has positive moments. It’s an up 

and down. They should not only be seen 

as victims.

 · Switch from posters to 

booklet 

We really liked the idea of a booklet. It’s 

simple, nice to look through and works just 

as well as posters.

 · Colour theme changed 

(Dark & Bright) 

We changed our colour theme from about 

five colours to just two; orange and black



WHERE DID WE GET OUR WORDS FROM

We didn’t just want to choose some 

random words, that’s why we decided 

to do some research. We came across 

an interview of former refugee 

Muhannad Qaiconie. In his interview he 

talks about a lot of emotions he 

experienced while fleeing Syria. We 

picked out the most prominent ones, 

whether positive or negative. 

Our booklet is based on his story, but we 

generalized it to such an extent, that it’s not 

very specific anymore and could be 

anybody’s story. In this way it speaks to a 

bigger crowd and not just one person. 

It wasn’t our goal to create a chronicle 

of his life.



Muhannad Qaiconie



We decided that each person would get 

three words. For every word there would 

be two pages that visualize it.

One side visualizes the main word. 

The other side states the quote were we 

got the word from. Everyone was free to 

do what they liked best. The only 

limitations were the colour theme and the 

main word.

The new words



Our Booklet































Final thoughts

We are so happy with the finished 

product. The pages hold together very 

well. Some minor critic point would be 

the part with the two pages and the 

quotes. Some of us used very long 

quotes, while others used barely a 

sentence. If we had more time we would 

probably work on this aspect.

All in all it was interesting and super fun to 

learn about each other’s cultures in the 

Zoom meetings and exchange our ideas 

and thoughts in general. 



THANKS!


